. Feature ranking. The correlation score is calculated by using 12 cells or tissues type as used in PreSTIGE. Table S1 . Prediction performance of PETModule on K562 using the normalized Hi-C contact matrices. The cutoff in the first column specifies the minimum number of supporting Hi-C reads required to define ETG pairs. The known ETG pairs here do not contain any of the positive ETG pairs used for training. The cutoff in the first column specifies the minimum number of supporting Hi-C reads required to define known ETG pairs. The known ETG pairs do not contain any of the positive ETG pairs used for training. The fraction in a cell is the percentage of the ETG pairs supported by at least the given number of Hi-C reads. We required different minimum number of supporting Hi-C reads from 5 to 25. The fraction in a cell is the percentage of the ETG pairs supported by at least the given number of Hi-C reads. We required different minimum number of supporting Hi-C reads from 5 to 25. The fraction in a cell is the percentage of the ETG pairs supported by at least the given number of Hi-C reads. We required different minimum number of supporting Hi-C reads from 5 to 25. The p-values measure the binomial tail probability of observing at least the observed number of predicted ETG pairs supported under different cutoffs. The p-values measure the binomial tail probability of observing at least the observed number of predicted ETG pairs supported under different cutoffs. Table S12 Comparison details of three enhancer target prediction tools in three dataset. We Use Rao's Hic matrix data to compare PETModule and IM-PET in three cell lines-K562, IMR90, GM12878. Our methods show a better performance on precision, recall and F score in three cell lines. The cutoff specifies the minimum number of supporting Hi-C reads required to define ETG pairs. The cutoff specifies the minimum number of supporting Hi-C reads required to define ETG pairs. The cutoff specifies the minimum number of supporting Hi-C reads required to define ETG pairs. 
